Immediate intraprocedural bleeding: true ‘complication’ of cold snare polypectomy?

We have read with great interest the systematic review and meta-analysis by Jegadeesan et al, comparing the outcomes of hot snare and cold snare polypectomy (CSP) for 4- to 10-mm colorectal polyps [1]. The results suggest a higher incidence of overall complications with CSP, attributed to a higher immediate post-polypectomy bleeding rate [IPB; 6.6 % vs 3.7 %, \( P = 0.03 \)]. We feel, however, that intraprocedural bleeding (IPB) is an unfair basis upon with to make safety comparisons between the two techniques. Easily treatable and virtually inconsequential capillary oozing occurs naturally following CSP due to absence of coagulation current [2]. Importantly, in none of the three included trials did IPB cause the CSP to be aborted nor did it alter procedural management (ie need for blood transfusion and/or hospital admission). Therefore, we question whether this phenomenon is significant enough clinically to be called an “adverse event” and counted in complication statistics [3].

From an efficacy perspective, a concern is that IPB may obscure the endoscopic view and could distract from meticulous inspection of the polypectomy site. This could theoretically enhance the chance of inadvertent incomplete resection, although the current literature does not appear to support this notion. CSP of small polyps is indeed a one-step, “close and cut” procedure, which focuses on snaring at least a 1- to 2-mm clear margin of normal tissue so that a negative resection margin can be assured.

Another potential issue is that treatment of IPB (eg by hemostatic clipping) could increase costs and procedure time for CSP. As yet, no uniform interventional threshold can be recommended for treating IPB and benefits associated with this practice remain uncertain. We believe that it may be more prudent to prevent rather than treat IPB, adopting one or more of the following anecdotal measures: a) use of a thin-wire dedicated cold snare, creating less damage to the submucosal vessels [4], b) injection of submucosal saline prior to CSP (ie; cold endoscopic mucosal resection, which was highlighted by the relatively low IPB rate (3.6%) in our study, attributable to a tamponade effect exerted on submucosal vessels [5]); and c) adding epinephrine in the injectate, which could further reduce incidence of IPB due to its vasoconstrictive action.

Obviously, data are yet insufficient to address differences in terms of “true” complications (ie; delayed post-polypectomy bleeding and perforation), as none of the three trials was adequately powered in that sense. Indirect evidence, however, supports a more favorable profile for CSP in terms of delayed bleeding, including the fact that injured submucosal arteries can be demonstrated in fewer than 5 % of cases when using a dedicated cold snare and CSP appears to be safe in patients on anti-coagulants [4]. Last but not the least, perforation and post-polypectomy syndrome are negligible risks without use of diathermy.

In conclusion, more prospective research is needed to clarify safety comparisons between CSP and hot polypectomy, also gauging the differential clinical impact of IPB. At this stage, meta-analyses comparing the two techniques are great to provide a sense of reassurance for practicing endoscopists, showing that both techniques are effective and safe for the removal of small polyps.
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